
Mathematics for Everyone 
 
 Mathematics departments are understandably committed to the best education for 
their majors but are much less interested in the teaching for non-majors, especially if it 
isn’t statistics or STEM stuff.  Other math just doesn’t seem to matter much and is often 
relegated to adjuncts.  But other math is really, really important.  
 
 As you know, US education, at the graduate level, is the best, or among the best, 
in the world.  People come to the US from all over the world to take mathematics at the 
graduate level.  So there doesn’t seem to be much of a problem at the higher end of US 
mathematics education.  And the calculus sequence courses for STEM disciplines are 
also going strong. 
 
 But think about our democracy.  According to a US census document (Population 
Profile of the United States: 1999, chapter 9, page 38, in 1999) approximately 25% of 
Americans over 25 have bachelor’s degrees.  According to STEM: A Foundation for the 
Future, published by Microsoft, fewer than 15% of US college graduates are in STEM 
disciplines.  So in the population of potential voters of America we have 15% of 25% = 
4% STEM thinkers.   
 
 Although our founding fathers tried to prevent it, we have given all Americans the 
right to vote.  STEM graduates are probably reasonably able to understand quantitative 
information and think clearly about important public policies. Thus they can be, if they 
choose to be, informed voters. 
 
 But what about the other 96%?  Read the article “Numeracy,” by Lynn Arthur 
Steen of St. Olaf’s college, published in Daedelus 119:2 (Spring 1990) 211-231. 
http://www.stolaf.edu/people/steen/Papers/numeracy.html 
 
 The decline of numeracy in a democracy frightening.  Voters swayed by emotion 
rather than reasoning about facts will bring us to the same end as the democracy of 
Athens.  But with the militarization in the world today, serious mistakes by leaders will 
not lead to the end of a nation but to the end of civilization as we know it. 
 
 So the profession of mathematics teachers should be interested in increasing 
numeracy at all grade levels.   Present requirements that all high school students take four 
years of abstract math are not good for numeracy, not good for education, and definitely 
not good for democracy.  Change must be brought about by mathematics professionals. h 
 
 Instead of abolishing vocational mathematics and technical mathematics in high 
school, useful mathematics understandably and directly applied to physical objects must 
be encouraged.  Car mechanics and plumbers are very important to our society and they 
do not need to know Algebra II, abstract geometrical proofs, and most of the rest of the 
stuff we force them to take. 
 



 Forcing people to do useless abstract things that they do not understand damages 
those students, damages the other students in their classes, and damages their teachers as 
well.  All this disutility actually undermines STEM.  The current state of mathematics 
education in the US is unreasonable and unworkable.   
 
 I am old enough to bring some wisdom from the era before “new math.”  
Concrete, understandable, useful mathematics works better for most students at all grade 
levels than abstract, useless, mathematical elegance.  Most people are not at the highest 
levels of abstract thinking and they need to be taught where they are in order to 
understand what they are doing.  We currently imagine we should teach all high school 
students four years of incomprehensible abstractions and then we wonder why they can’t 
think mathematically! 
 
 The changes must start in elementary school.  Elementary school students need to 
understand and use metric units, units of energy, units related to nutrition and exercise, 
personal finance, graphs of real things, …  The possibilities are endless.  What if high 
school students worked with numbers connected to sexually transmitted diseases in their 
math class? What if they studied blood alcohol content in their math class?  They need to 
learn about saving money, about credit cards, about loans and mortgages,  about taxes, 
about personal budgets.  What if they studied ecological footprint in their math class?  
What if they studied the numbers of the music industry in their math class?  Numbers 
related to movies?  Numbers related to athletics?  Numbers related to things that they 
understand so that they could understand how to think with numbers?  Requiring 
everyone to learn coding would make more sense.  Teaching algebra to people who don’t 
need algebra and don’t like algebra doesn’t help anyone learn to think.  In order to 
survive, democracies must have voters who can think. 
 
 Increasing numeracy in the US population is imperative and increasing numeracy 
of the masses will also help increase participation in STEM disciplines.  Children who 
are numerate will be more likely to gravitate toward STEM subjects. Having everyone try 
one year of algebra is a good idea.  Some who might not otherwise have taken it will like 
algebra and be good at it and perhaps move on to more abstract math and STEM stuff.  
But those who don’t like or understand algebra need to be allowed to learn concrete 
mathematics connected to their world. 
 
 If only those who want to take algebra are taking algebra, algebra will be much 
more fun for the students and for the teachers.  Same for abstract geometry, Algebra II, 
Precalculus, etc.  These better classes will retain more STEM participants.  So Math for 
Everyone benefits STEM and benefits everyone.  Why don’t we mathematics 
professionals  push it? 
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